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ABSTRACT
Zhongqiao Ren: Molecular Vibration and Charge Transport in Crystalline
Oligoacenes and Derivatives: Raman and DFT Combined Study
(Under the Direction of Dr. Laurie McNeil)
All-organic devices have drawn a lot of interest over the past decades. Com-
pared to liquid crystal display technology, organic transistors and discrete LED
displays hold the potential for devices with improved characteristics, including
lower power requirements, better resolution, more mechanical exibility, and
lower production costs. To nd new materials for better device performance, it
is necessary to understand the connection between the structural and electronic
properties of molecules. The establishment of these connections will make it
possible to tailor molecules for desired performance in devices.
Among the organic materials, oligoacenes and their derivatives have an im-
portant position in fundamental physics research because the molecules are rel-
atively small and simple, which facilitates understanding of the relationships
among molecular structures, optical properties, and transport properties in or-
ganics. In this work, I focus on the molecular vibration and charge transport
in three oligoacene and two oligoacene derivative single crystals: anthracene,
tetracene, pentacene, 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA), and especially 5,6,11,12-
tetraphenyltetracene (rubrene).
By comparing the experimental Raman spectra with the Density-Functional-
Theory calculation based on one isolated molecule, I am able to distinguish the
intermolecular vibrations from the intramolecular vibrations in crystalline an-
thracene, tetracene, pentacene, and DPA. Parallel study among the oligoacenes
reveals decreasing strength of intermolecular vibrations as the number of ben-
zene ring increases. However, the intermolecular coupling is even weaker in
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DPA because the side phenyl groups prevent close packing, therefore several in-
tramolecular vibrational modes predicted by the calculation can be observed in
the low-frequency Raman spectrum.
I report temperature-dependent Raman spectra of rubrene from 30 to 300K.
The linewidths of certain low-frequency peaks increase signicantly with temper-
ature, especially in the range 150{200K. These peaks correspond to the vibra-
tions of the phenyl side groups of the rubrene molecules, and their couplings to
intermolecular vibrational modes. I propose a model in which the strong increase
in mobility observed with increasing temperature between 30 and 150K results
from disorder as the phenyl groups exchange sides of the backbone plane and
break the symmetry, and discuss on how this model explains previous experi-
mental observations of structural and calorimetric changes near 150K. Lastly I
discuss possible temperature-dependent properties of rubrene, and the potential
application of the rubrene molecule in single-molecule devices design.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Over the past decades, the optical properties of organic molecular crystals
have drawn a lot of interest. Introduction and review of the optically-active ma-
terials can be found in many publications, such as reference [1]. Especially since
the rst organic light-emitting device (OLED) was successfully fabricated using
tris-8-hydroxyquinoline aluminum (Alq3) in 1987 [2], interest in the applications
of thin lms of these organic molecular materials has grown. The rst organic
eld-eect transistor (OFET) based on sexithiophene came out in 1996 [3], and it
opened the door to a brand-new commercial product: all-organic devices consist-
ing of OLEDs and OFETs. Compared to liquid crystal display (LCD) technology,
organic transistors and discrete LED displays hold the potential for devices with
improved characteristics, including lower power requirements, higher resolution,
more mechanical exibility, and lower production costs. Plenty of reviews of re-
cent progress in thin lm technology using organic materials can be found in the
literature [4{6].
Among organic materials, polycyclic aromatic compounds such as the -
conjugated oligoacenes and their derivatives are of particular interest. Their
molecules are relatively small and simple, and the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO)-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) separations are
typically in the visible range, which makes them appealing for display applica-
tions. In the crystalline state these materials still have optical transitions in
the visual range, which is crucial for optical device applications. Many dierent
molecules have been studied and numerous devices have been fabricated from
these molecular crystals [7, 8], including FETs [9{15], LEDs [2, 16{19], photo-
voltaic cells [20,21], a chemical UV actinometer [22], and chemical sensors [23,24].
It is therefore important to have an understanding of the relationships among
crystal structure, optical properties, and transport properties of a material to
facilitate the device applications. Once these connections are well understood, it
will be possible to tailor molecules for desired performance in devices.
Many of the important characteristics of these materials for device man-
ufacturing depend on the microstructure of the thin lms and single crystals
used. Furthermore, the rapid progress in single-molecule device fabrication re-
cently [25{30] demands a better understanding of the molecular vibration and
transport properties. High-quality single crystals that are relatively free of de-
fects and impurities provide a perfect platform for studies of the \intrinsic"
qualities of the thin lms and molecules. On the other hand, optical spec-
troscopy is an excellent method to probe the dierent intrinsic properties since
it is non-destructive. Information about the molecular vibrations at dierent
temperatures, also derived through optical studies, could have an impact on
single-molecule device design. This dissertation covers the molecular vibration
properties of four dierent molecules and single crystals: anthracene, tetracene,
pentacene, 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA), and focuses on the optical character-
ization of another one: 5,6,11,12-tetraphenyl tetracene (rubrene). This primary
analysis method used here is Raman Spectroscopy, as well as computer calcu-
lations from gaussian 03, which are used to compare with and support the
experimental data.
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1.2 Molecular Crystals
The bonding in molecular crystals comprises two force regimes: strong cova-
lent bonds within molecules and weak van der Waals forces between molecules.
Because of the weak forces between molecules, such materials maintain many of
the same characteristics as in the individual molecular components in the solid
state, and hence are designated as molecular crystals. The weakness of the van
der Waals bonds between molecules means that in the solid state, molecular
crystal systems have very low lattice energy. As expected, this low lattice en-
ergy causes molecular crystals generally to have low melting and sublimation
temperatures, low mechanical strength, and high compressibility. The packing
of somewhat large molecules into the solid state leads to molecular crystals that
tend to have low symmetry; therefore, anisotropy is not uncommon in many dif-
ferent crystal properties, e.g., optical, electronic, magnetic, and mechanical ones.
Also, since the forces between molecules are very weak, it is possible to have
several dierent lattice arrangements that all have similar ground state energies;
thus polymorphism is very common.
Although the vibrational and electronic structures of the individual molecules
are similar in the crystal state of molecular crystals, crystal eld eects do ex-
ist. Most notable is the Davidov splitting of bands in both the electronic and
vibrational spectra. The presence of more than one molecule in the unit cell
causes Davidov, or factor group, splitting. The multiple molecules in the unit
cell will interact, thereby lifting degeneracies in energy of the original molecular
spectrum.
1.2.1 Oligoacenes: Anthracene, Tetracene and Petancene
Oligoacenes are ladder-like hydrocarbon molecules with multiple benzene
rings fused together. Researchers have focused on the three-ring (anthracene),
four-ring (tetracene, also known as naphthacene) and ve-ring (pentacene) com-
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Figure 1.1: Molecular structures of oligoacenes. In order of increasing number
of rings: anthracene, tetracene (also known as naphthacene) and pentacene.
pounds depicted in gure 1.1. All of the molecules have D2h point group symme-
try, and their crystals have Ci point group symmetry. The sp
2 hybridization of
the valence carbon atoms causes the planarity of the molecules. Because of the
diculty of growing high-quality single crystals and the confusing existence of
multiple polymorphs, systematic studies of the optical and vibrational properties
have only recently been possible. The presence of defects and grain boundaries
strongly inuences the measured optical and transport properties of polycrys-
talline lms of these materials.
One of the smaller molecules, anthracene, is a chain of three fused benzene
rings. The Raman signature of anthracene studied in single crystals [31, 32],
thin lms [33], powder [34], and solutions [35], at multiple temperatures [36, 37]
and various pressures [38, 39], and by theoretical calculations [40, 41] gives a
complete picture of the vibrational structure of the molecule, although investi-
gations on high-purity samples are still lacking. Using Brillouin scattering [42]
and inelastic neutron scattering (INS) [43], researchers have been able to mea-
sure the elastic constants of the single crystal. Photoconduction experiments
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on anthracene [44{46] yield values for the band gap between 3 and 4 eV. Sci-
entists have also conducted experiments to measure the luminescence of single
crystals [46,47] at multiple temperatures [48] and at dierent pressures [49]. The
spectra indicate a very strong coupling of excitons to intramolecular vibrations.
Data from reectivity studies of sublimed lms [50] indicate that the ~a and~b axes
of the crystallites tend to lie in the plane of the substrate, a structural geometry
similar to that found in other oligoacene thin lms and crystallites. The full crys-
tallographic information for the crystal at multiple temperatures is also available
from X-ray diraction studies [51]. A recent high-pressure Raman study of the
material observed an abrupt line width broadening at 2.4GPa [52], possibly due
to a previously-suggested second-order phase transition at this pressure [53].
Tetracene has a measured band gap of 3{3.5 eV [54,55]. As with anthracene,
researchers have measured the photoluminescence spectrum at a variety of tem-
peratures. The spectrum reveals a variety of free and trapped excitons, the
energies of which depend on the structural characteristics and possible defects
of the crystal [56]. The crystal eld eects (Davidov splitting) are very simi-
lar for anthracene and tetracene [57]. Researchers have measured the exciton-
phonon coupling constant g to be 0.77 [58, 59], where g = ELR=B and ELR is
the lattice relaxation energy while B is the exciton band halfwidth. For g < 1,
excitons are not self-trapped. Tetracene has a very high hole mobility; values be-
tween 0.8 cm2/Vs [54] and 1.3 cm2/Vs [60] in high-quality crystals approach and
even exceed the mobility of amorphous silicon. The vibrational modes for the
gas phase of both tetracene and pentacene molecules from experiments [61] and
theoretical calculations [62] are available in the literature. Early Raman mea-
surements of tetracene crystals can be found in the literature [63{66], however
the measurements have been of lower quality crystals or on older instruments
incapable of high resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio. A recent comprehen-
sive study that collected data about the vibrational structure as a function of
temperature and pressure has improved the general understanding of the struc-
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ture of this molecule [67]. Raman measurements also conrm the coexistence
and inter-conversion of two polymorphs in the crystal, which was observed in an
X-ray diraction study [68] and in the temperature-dependent mobility measure-
ments [5] of the tetracene crystal.
Pentacene has a measured band gap of approximately 1.8 eV [69, 70]. Re-
searchers have measured the single crystal mobility of pentacene to be 1.4 cm2/Vs
[60] while scientists predict a value as high as 75 cm2/Vs for very pure single
crystals [71]. As with tetracene, however, the transport properties vary greatly
depending on materials preparation and the structural defects in the resulting
crystals and thin lms [72, 73]. Measurements exist for reection spectra [74],
photoluminescence spectra [75] and Raman spectra [63, 76]. Dierent molecule
packings exist in pentacene thin lms, bulks, and single crystals [77], and Ra-
man spectra have observed at least two polymorphs in the single crystal [78].
Crystallographic data are available for some of these polymorphs [79].
1.2.2 Oligoacene Derivatives: DPA and Rubrene
Figure 1.2: Molecular structures of DPA, an anthracene derivative.
9,10-Diphenyl anthracene, commonly known as DPA, has a slightly more com-
plicated molecular structure. DPA is a small aromatic hydrocarbon consisting
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of a backbone of three fused benzene rings (anthracene) with two substituted
phenyl groups (one on each side attached to the central ring) as shown in gure
1.2. DPA has an almost 100% photoluminescent yield, and has been used as
one of the standard materials for quantum yield comparison [80]. Early publica-
tions have reported its absorption spectrum [81], and resonance Raman spectra
of its cation and anion radicals [82]. Its mobility measured at room temperature
reaches 13 cm2/Vs for electrons and 3.7 cm2/Vs for holes, and the hole mobility
follows a bandlike transport at high temperatures (200{400K) and a satura-
tion behavior in the low-temperature regime [83]. With study on the actual
vibrational structure still lacking, there seems to be only one polymorph in this
material, although recent measurements have suggested that DPA crystallized
from solution may have a dierent lattice structure from vapor-grown crystals.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Molecular structures of rubrene, a tetracene derivative.
Even more complicated is the substituted oligoacene 5,6,11,12-tetraphenyl
tetracene, commonly known as rubrene. Rubrene is a relatively small aromatic
hydrocarbon consisting of a backbone of four fused benzene rings (tetracene)
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with four substituted phenyl groups (two on each internal ring) as shown in gure
1.3. Steric hindrance dictates that the substituted phenyl groups rotate out of
the plane of the tetracene backbone. The measured HOMO-LUMO gap of the
molecule is approximately 2.2 eV [84,85]. Rubrene crystallizes in an orthorhombic
structure [86, 87] with D182h point group symmetry (while the molecule has C2h
point group symmetry), and has four molecules in the unit cell. The crystal also
has a relatively high melting point (590K).
Rubrene has an almost 100% photoluminescent yield [88], and has been
used in devices such as chemical sensors [89] and actinometers [22] as well as
OLEDs [90, 91] and OFETs [5, 92]. Researchers have found the value of the
hole mobility in rubrene single crystals in an FET structure with free-space gate
dielectrics to be as high as 30 cm2/Vs and 20 cm2/Vs at low and room temper-
atures, respectively [92, 93]; the maximum mobility of carriers that penetrate
deeper into the crystal reaches even 40 cm2/Vs at room temperature [94]. With
other gate materials, e.g., ionic-liquid electrolytes, the mobility reaches up to
9.5 cm2/Vs [95], and measurements of Hall mobility yield nearly 10 cm2/Vs [96].
Although values vary with dierent congurations and along dierent axes, they
are much higher than those of other organics that share similar molecular struc-
tures, such as tetracene (1 cm2/Vs) [5], and even that of amorphous hydrogenated
silicon. Dierent groups report dierent results for the absolute value of the mo-
bility at various temperatures, but in all measurements the mobility increases
rapidly from low temperature to 150{175K, above which it decreases gradu-
ally as the temperature increases further [5, 92]. Figure shows this abnormal
temperature dependence of mobility in rubrene. As a comparison, in pentacene
the carrier mobility decreases gradually from low to room temperature [97, 98],
which is consistent with a band model for charge transport. In tetracene the car-
rier mobility increases rapidly from low temperature to 180K, and then falls
gradually up to room temperature [5]. As mentioned above, this behavior is as-
cribed to a phase transition observed near the temperature at which the mobility
8
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Figure 1.4: Experimental hole mobility as a function of temperature in rubrene
single crystals measured by dierent research groups. (a) Graph is duplicated
from reference [92]; (b) graph is duplicated from reference [5].
has its maximum [68]. However, there has been no X-ray evidence suggesting
such a phase transition in rubrene over the 100{300K temperature range [99],
and room temperature polarized Raman spectra on various surfaces of the crystal
observed no multi-phase coexistence [100]. Some claim that the mobility drop
in the crystal below 140K could be caused by trapping of carriers by shallow
traps [5, 92], and another possible explanation proposed by Li et al. suggests
that the enhancement of the eective mass of quasiparticles in molecular orbital
bands may be responsible ( = e=m) [101].
Other studies on rubrene include measurements of the absorption spectrum in
the visible range for evaporated thin lms [84,102,103], as well as the photolumi-
nescence spectrum [88,104,105]. Older publications report a few Raman spectra
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for unpuried thin lms [63,106{108], however none of them focus on the actual
vibrational structure of the material. Two recent articles have rectied this omis-
sion [100,109]. Investigators have also employed nonlinear optical spectroscopies
to examine the electronic relaxation dynamics of rubrene and tetracene [110].
10
Chapter 2
Experiment and Simulation
Raman spectroscopy is a non-contact, non-destructive technique to study
vibrational structures of crystals; more importantly, it is sensitive to the vibra-
tional symmetry change with variation of the external conditions (such as tem-
perature, pressure, and laser polarization), and is thus an excellent method with
which to investigate the molecular structures of materials. Density Functional
Theory (DFT) calculations at the molecule level provide supplemental informa-
tion about the materials' electronic and vibrational properties. By combining
temperature-dependent Raman scattering experiments and parallel simulations,
I was able to study the properties of oligoacenes and their derivatives.
2.1 Crystal Growth
The samples used in this research were grown using the method of horizontal
physical vapor transport in a ow of argon gas, starting with materials acquired
from Aldrich. This part of work was done by Christian Kloc, of Bell Laborato-
ries, Lucent Technologies (now at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore).
More details about this growth process can be found in published work [111,112].
To grow thick bulk crystallites more suitable for this study, Dr. Kloc used some
previously-sublimed rubrene crystals for a subsequent vacuum-sealed ampoule
growth.
Although this method generates high-purity crystals, oxidation is very likely
if the samples are exposed to the air. There have been many studies on impurities
and their eects in organic semiconductors, and it has been pointed out that the
highly-oxidized crystals may have dramatically dierent properties from pure
ones. Therefore it is wise to distinguish the \intrinsic" properties from the ones
induced by external conditions.
2.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is based on the inelastic scattering of light. It is a non-
destructive, non-invasive probe of the vibrational structure and phonon modes
of a crystal. Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman received the 1930 Nobel Prize in
physics for measuring and understanding this inelastic scattering eect (the phe-
nomenon has been named after him). The basic experiment requires a monochro-
matic incident light source (usually a laser for its coherence and intensity), a
means to separate the energies of the collected light (a spectrometer or spectro-
graph) and a detector (initially photographic paper, now photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) and charge-coupled devices (CCDs)).
Consider the example of a material irradiated by a high-intensity monochro-
matic light source. The molecules in the material will scatter this light, which one
can collect for analysis. The majority of the scattering will be elastic, meaning
that the scattered wavelength is equal to the incident wavelength. A very small
proportion of the incident photons (one in 106), however, will undergo energy
loss or gain, and the nal state of the system will be dierent from the initial
state. Figure 2.1 shows possible interactions between an incident photon and
a crystalline medium, including dierent cases in Raman scattering described
above as well as another process called photoluminescence (PL): the elastic pro-
cess is called Rayleigh scattering and is the second process from the left in the
schematic of the gure; the one in which the outgoing photon has more energy
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Figure 2.1: Possible interactions between an incident photon and a crystalline
medium. Rayleigh scattering is an elastic process, while the Stokes and anti-
Stokes interactions pictured are the inelastic Raman scattering processes. The
PL process involves direct emission of light and real excitations of electrons.
than the incident photon is called anti-Stokes scattering (the third from the left),
and the one where the outgoing photon has less energy is called Stokes scattering
(the rst from the left). The two latter processes, i.e., Stokes and anti-Stokes
scattering, are called Raman scattering in general. As a comparison, the PL pro-
cess involves real rather than virtual excitations of electrons, in which excited
electrons fall back to lower states through radiative recombination pathways and
emit photons directly.
The exact energy shift between the incident and the scattered light will de-
pend on the type and strength of the bonds in the material which determine the
phonon energies, and this is why Raman spectrum of a particular material can
be considered the vibrational ngerprint for the system, and the technique has
been widely used to study polymorphism, electron-phonon coupling, and other
related topics.
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Magnetic excitations and electronic excitations in crystals, despite their smaller
light-scattering cross sections, produce Raman scattering as well [113{116]. There-
fore light scattering has also been one of the standard methods for determining
the frequencies and other properties of magnetic and electronic excitations. An-
other inelastic light scattering process with quasiparticles is Brillouin scattering,
which is distinguished from Raman scattering in that it involves acoustic phonons
rather than optical ones, and has been usually used to measure materials' larger-
scale properties, such as the elastic behavior. On the other hand PL spectra
provide information about recombination pathways between ground and excited
states, thus have been widely used to study the band structures of materials. In
the following sections I will discuss macroscopic and microscopic theories only of
vibrational excitations Raman scattering; more information about magnetic and
electronic Raman scattering, Brillouin scattering, and PL spectroscopy, as well
as their applications can be found elsewhere [117{119].
2.2.1 Classical Theory
Although Raman scattering is a quantum-mechanical interaction, it can be
described utilizing the classical plane-wave polarization theory. The incident
monochromatic light source is a sinusoidal electro-magnetic plane wave:
~E(~r; t) = ~Ei(~ki; !i) cos(~ki  ~r   !it) (2.1)
where ! is the frequency and ~k is the wavevector of the incident radiation. This
electric eld will induce a sinusoidal polarization within the medium equal to:
~P (~r; t) = (~ki; !i) ~Ei(~ki; !i) cos(~ki  ~r   !it) (2.2)
where (~ki; !i) is the susceptibility of the medium. The polarization has the same
frequency and wavevector as the incident plane wave. One can expand (~ki; !i)
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as a Taylor series in the normal modes of vibration of the system ~Q(~r; t). Here,
~Q(~r; t) is dened to be:
~Q(~r; t) = ~Q(~q; !0) cos(~q  ~r   !0t) (2.3)
where ~q and !0 are the wavevector and frequency of the normal mode. Expanding
the susceptibility in terms of equation 2.3 yields
(~ki; !; ~Q) =
1X
n=0
"
1
n!

@n
@ ~Qn

0
~Qn(~r; t)
#
= 0(~ki; !i) +

@
@ ~Q

0
~Q(~r; t) + : : : (2.4)
Here 0 is the electric susceptibility in the absence of uctuations and the
rst-order dierential of  is an oscillatory susceptibility induced by normal
modes in the medium. For this classical representation, one needs to expand
the susceptibility only to rst order in ~Q(~r; t). Substituting equation (2.4) into
equation (2.2) yields the induced polarization:
~P (~r; t; ~Q) = ~P0(~r; t) + ~Pind(~r; t; ~Q) (2.5)
where
~P0(~r; t) = 0(~ki; !i) ~Ei(~ki; !i) cos(~ki  ~r   !it)
and
~Pind(~r; t; ~Q) =

@
@ ~Q

0
~Q(~r; t) ~Ei(~ki; !i) cos(~ki  ~r   !it)
=

@
@ ~Q

0
~Q(~q; !0) cos(~q  ~r   !0t) ~Ei(~ki; !i) cos(~ki  ~r   !it)
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or
~Pind(~r; t; ~Q) =
1
2

@
@ ~Q

0
~Q(~q; !0) ~Ei(~ki; !i)

n
cos
h
~ki + ~q

 ~r   (!i + !0) t
i
+cos
h
~ki   ~q

 ~r   (!i   !0) t
io
(2.6)
Two dierent sinusoidal waves compose the induced polarization, one with
wavevector ~kS = (~ki ~q) and frequency !S = (!i !0) which is the Stokes-shifted
wave and the other with wavevector ~kAS = (~ki+~q) and frequency !AS = (!i+!0)
which is the anti-Stokes-shifted wave.
2.2.2 Quantum Theory
Quantum mechanics can, of course, be used to explain the Raman eect more
completely. In the initial state jii (before scattering occurs) there are Ni(!i) and
Ni(!s) photons at the frequencies !i and !s, respectively. There are also Ni(q)
phonons present in the semiconductor while the electrons are all in their ground
states. After a Stokes Raman scattering event, the system will be in the nal state
jfi, with all the electrons remaining in the ground state and Nf (!i) = Ni(!i) 1
incident photons, Nf (!s) = Ni(!s) + 1 scattered photons, Nf (q) = Ni(q) + 1
phonons. After an anti-Stokes scattering event, the nal state jfi still has all
the electrons in the ground state, and Nf (!i) = Ni(!i)   1 incident photons,
Nf (!s) = Ni(!s) + 1 scattered photons, but Nf (q) = Ni(q)  1 phonons.
At rst sight it seems that this scattering process does not involve electrons
and therefore it can be described by an interaction Hamiltonian involving photons
and phonons only. However, the strength of this interaction is very weak unless
the photons and phonons have comparable frequency. Although such direct in-
elastic scattering of photons by phonons has been proposed theoretically [120], it
has not been identied experimentally. Actually the electrons can couple to pho-
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tons via the electron-radiation interaction Hamiltonian He-R, and are involved
in the scattering process as follows: Step 1. The incident photon excites the
semiconductor into an intermediate state jai by creating an electron-hole pair
(or exciton). Step 2. This electron-hole pair is scattered into another state jbi
by emitting a phonon via the electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian He-ion.
Step 3. The electron-hole pair in jbi recombines radiatively with emission of the
scattered photon.
In this way electrons mediate the Raman scattering of phonons although they
remain unchanged after the process. One can draw a Feynman diagram involving
the interactions between electrons, photons, and phonons during a Raman scat-
tering event. Figure 2.2 shows all six Feynman diagrams representing possible
?i
?s
n n?
?i
?sn n?
?i
?s
n n?
?i
?s
n n?
?i
?s
n n?
?i ?sn n?
propagators
vertices Electron-radiation
Hamiltonian
Electron-phonon
Hamiltonian
phonon
photon
exciton
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams for the six scattering processes that contribute to
Stokes Raman scattering. Graphs are duplicated from reference [118].
scattering processes. In each diagram lines lead from excitations (propagators)
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into interactions (vertices). Arrows represent propagators, indicating creation
(an arrow pointing away from a vertex) or annihilation (an arrow pointing to-
wards a vertex) in an interaction. Any process can be derived from any other by
permutating the time order of the vertices, therefore discussion of one diagram
can be applied to another easily. Taking the process described in part (a) of
the gure as an example, since each vertex in the Feynman diagram represents
an interaction, the probability of the interaction can be derived from the Fermi
Golden rule and will have the general form:
P /
X
n
hnjH jii
[~!i   (En   Ei)]

2
(2.7)
where jii is the initial state with energy Ei, jni is an intermediate electronic state
with energy En, and H is the Hamiltonian describing a particular interaction
between states jii and jni. By stepping through the interactions in gure 2.2
(a), one can write down the probabilities for successive vertices. Multiplying the
probabilities for three processes in gure 2.2 (a) together yields the probability
for the transition from initial state jii to nal state jfi:
P =

2
~
 X
n;n0
hf jHe-R(!s)jn0i hn0jHe-ion(!o)jni hnjHe-R(!i)jii
E1E2E3

2
(2.8)
E1 = [~!i   (En   Ei)] (2.9)
E2 = [~!i   (En   Ei)  ~!o   (En0   En)] (2.10)
E3 = [~!i   (En   Ei)  ~!o   (En0   En)  ~!s   (Ef   En0)] (2.11)
where He-R is the Hamiltonian for the electron-radiation interaction between
the incident or scattered photon and the electrons of the system. He-ion is the
electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian which describes how an electron-hole
pair is scattered when emitting a phonon. jii, jni, jn0i, and jfi are the initial,
possible intermediate and nal states of the system. ~!i and ~!s are the energies
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of the incident and scattered photons respectively while ~!o is the energy of the
phonon.
Equation (2.8) can be simplied slightly. First, equation (2.10) can be written
as E2 = [~!i   ~!o   (En0   Ei)], while equation (2.11) becomes E3 =
[~!i   ~!o   ~!s   (Ei  Ef )]. As previously mentioned Raman scattering does
not change the nal state of the electrons of a system, so Ei = Ef and equation
(2.11) further simplies to E3 = [~!i ~!o ~!s]. This will vanish if energy is
conserved in the scattering process, so one can replace this denominator factor
with the delta function  (~!i   ~!o   ~!s). This delta function further simplies
equation (2.10) since ~!i  ~!o = ~!s, so E2 = ~!s  (En0   Ei). Substituting
these simplications into equation (2.8) yields the nal scattering probability for
one possible Raman process:
P =

2
~
 X
n;n0
hijHe-R(!s)jn0i hn0jHe-ion(!o)jni hnjHe-R(!i)jii
[~!i   (En   Ei)] [~!s   (En0   Ei)]

2
 (~!i   ~!o   ~!s) (2.12)
The other ve possible processes (as indicated in gure 2.2) can be studied by
repeating this procedure. Summing up all the results yields the total probability
for Stokes Raman scattering.
2.2.3 Temperature Eects
Macroscopically, temperature will aect a crystal in two distinct manners,
typically referred to as explicit and implicit temperature eects. How each of
these eects changes the vibrational frequency of a Raman mode can be described
as:

@
@T

P
=

@
@T

T
 




@
@P

T
(2.13)
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where
 =

1
V

@V
@T

P
is the thermal expansivity of the material and
 =

1
V

@V
@P

T
is the compressibility of the material.
The phonon occupation number is used to measure the probability that a
phonon state with energy ~ is excited at a temperature T , and the rst term
in equation (2.13) is the explicit temperature eect related to changes in the
phonon occupation number that occur with changes in temperature. The second
term is the implicit temperature eect that quanties the change in vibrational
frequency due to thermal expansion and contraction of the crystal lattice.
From the quantum point of view, the temperature dependence of the phonon
frequencies and linewidths can also be further explained by invoking the anhar-
monic interaction model. This was a popular research topic in the 1960{1980s,
and several theoretical models for anharmonic decay of optical phonons have
been developed, e.g., Cowley's model [121, 122] and Klemens' model [123], both
of which were improved and used later to investigate the Raman eects in par-
ticular materials, such as Si, Ge, and -Sn [124,125]. Klemens used a simplied
physical model to estimate the interaction strength of the optical mode with
other lattice modes, while Cowley elaborated the interactions and summed them
numerically.
Both Cowley's and Klemens' works were based on the anharmonic contribu-
tion to the Hamiltonian,
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HA =
X
~q1;~q2;~q3
X
j1;j2;j3
V
0@ ~q1 ~q2 ~q3
j1 j2 j3
1AA(~q1; j1)A(~q2; j2)A(~q3; j3)
+
X
~q1;~q2;~q3;~q4
X
j1;j2;j3;j4
V
0@ ~q1 ~q2 ~q3 ~q4
j1 j2 j3 j4
1A
 A(~q1; j1)A(~q2; j2)A(~q3; j3)A(~q4; j4)
+    (2.14)
where ~q is the wave vector and j is the lattice index, and
A(~q; j) = ay ~q;j + a~q;j
the a's being the usual phonon creation and annihilation operators. The eect of
these anharmonic interactions on the Raman-allowed optical mode is to change
its harmonic frequency !(~0; j) to a damped frequency !(~0; j; 
) given by
!2(~0; j; 
) = !2(~0; j) + 2!(~0; j)[(~0; j; 
) + i (~0; j; 
)] (2.15)
The real and imaginary parts of materials' self-energy, (~0; j; 
) and  (~0; j; 
)
are usually much smaller than !(~0; j) and equation (2.15) can be rewritten as
!(~0; j; 
) = !(~0; j) + (~0; j; 
) + i (~0; j; 
) (2.16)
Thus the line shape of the Stokes Raman peak becomes
Is(~0; j; 
) /  (
~0; j; 
)
[!(~0; j) + (~0; j; 
)  
]2 +  2(~0; j; 
)[n(
) + 1] (2.17)
with the thermal occupation number
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n(
) =
1
exp(~
=kT )  1 (2.18)
The function (~0; j; 
) gives the shift of the peak position. The three lowest-
order contributions to the expansion of the self-energy yield
(~0; j; 
) = (0) +
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
1
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
P
(2.19)
with n(~q; j) = n(!(~q; j)) given in equation (2.18). The rst term in equation
(2.19) is the thermal-expansion contribution to the line shift. It may be written
as
(0) = !(~0; j)exp

 3(~0; j)
Z T
0
(T 0)dT 0

(2.20)
where (T ) is the coecient of linear thermal expansion mentioned above and
(~0; j) is the Gruneisen parameter for the optical Raman mode.
The broadening of the Raman line is given by
 (~0; j; 
) =
18
~2
X
~q;j1;j2
V
0@ ~0 ~q  ~q
j j1 j2
1A
2
[n(~q; j1) + n( ~q; j2) + 1]
 (!(~q; j1) + !( ~q; j2)  
) (2.21)
The physical meaning of equation (2.21) is transparent: Owing to the anharmonic
interactions the optical Raman phonon decays in a combination of two phonons
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!(~q; j1) and !( ~q; j2) satisfying !(~q; j1) + !( ~q; j2) = 
. The matrix elements
which determine the width  (
) are given by
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~0; j e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(2.22)
where

0@ 0 l0 l00
k k0 k00
1A
is the third derivative of the interatomic potential with respect to displacements
along directions of the Cartesian coordinates , , and  of the atoms
0@ 0
k
1A ;
0@ l0
k0
1A ;
0@ l00
k00
1A
respectively. The index l labels the primitive cells and k labels the position of the
two atoms within the primitive cell. The vectors ~e (kj~q; j) are the eigenvectors of
the harmonic problem. M is the atomic mass and N the number of cells in the
crystal.
Here we follow Klemens' method to evaluate equation (2.21). Klemens as-
sumes that the optical Raman phonon decays into two acoustical phonons of
opposite ~q belonging to the same branch. This means j1 = j2 in equation (2.21)
which leads to !(~q; j1) = !( ~q; j2). Therefore one obtains the Raman line shape
broadening in the form
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 (!0; T ) =  (!0; 0) [1 + 2n(!0=2)] (2.23)
The constant  (!0; 0), which is the Raman line width at zero temperature, can
be determined by making further approximations to compute the matrix ele-
ments and the density of states. However, Klemens' model yields much smaller
Raman line widths than the experimental data in several typical materials such
as diamond, Si, Ge, and -Sn. On the other hand, more accurate  (!0) values
for diamond have been achieved by Cowley's calculations, in which he solved the
harmonic problem with a shell model and assumed the anharmonic contribution
to be an axially symmetric force between nearest neighbors. The calculated  's
for Si and Ge in this method are larger than the experimental results by a fac-
tor of 10, and this discrepancy arises mainly from the poor description of the
phonon dispersion curves by the shell model.
As indicated by equations (2.19) and (2.23), increasing the temperature of a
material will increase the thermal occupation number n(
), causing Raman lines
both to broaden and to shift to lower frequency. Furthermore this broadening
and shifting change with temperature should be gentle and smooth (no abrupt
change), as shown in gure 2.3 which are the frequency and FWHM evolutions
with temperature in several typical materials (Si, Ge, -Sn). In addition, as
the temperature goes up the lengths of the weak intermolecular van der Waals
force bonds change more than those of the intramolecular covalent bonds during
thermal expansion, therefore intermolecular modes will undergo more change
than will intramolecular modes with temperature.
2.3 Experimental Setup
In my experiments, I recorded the Raman spectra using a Dilor XY triple
spectrometer in a backscattering conguration in which the scattered light was
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a) Sample Raman frequency shift as a function of the normalized
temperature kT=~
0 in Si, Ge and -Sn. Solid lines in the graphs for Si and
Ge are the thermal-expansion contribution to the line shift. Squares represent
Cowley's calculation plus the eect of thermal expansion; (b) Sample Raman line
widths as a function of the normalized temperature. Dotted line is the prediction
of Klemens' model. 
0 is the Raman frequency for T!0. Graphs are duplicated
from reference [125].
collected using a charge-coupled device (CCD) cooled with liquid nitrogen. The
resolution of the spectrometer is 1 cm 1. The schematic for the system that I
used to collect the signals is shown in gure 2.4.
I selected large sample pieces from the same crystal growth run for each kind
of material, but used dierent crystals for dierent experiments. I collected data
for each sample over the spectral range of approximately 25 cm 1 to 1600 cm 1,
to include both inter- and intramolecular vibrations. However, I found that the
intermolecular vibrations were of more interest since they were more sensitive to
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Figure 2.4: Raman Spectrometer Schematic. M1{M11 are mirrors, G1{G3 are
gratings and S1{S2 are slits in the system.
changes in external conditions such as temperature.
In the room-temperature experiments, I put the samples on a glass slide
under the microscope, with their bc-planes perpendicular to the incident laser
beam (micro-Raman setup). The diphenylanthracene samples are needle-like
with the a-axis coinciding with the axis of the needle, so the incident beam was
perpendicular to the a-axis but the orientation of the crystals was not otherwise
controlled. The incident laser was focused on the sample surface.
In temperature-dependent experiments, the samples, as well as the cryogenic
chamber in which they were sealed, were placed in the laser path outside the
spectrograph (macro-Raman setup), such that the scattered signals could go back
in opposite direction and be collected by spectrometer. I placed the factory-made
camera lens with focal length f = 5 cm right at the macro-Raman exit, as well
as two extra lenses with f = 5 cm and 10 cm in front of the samples to help the
laser alignment. I congured the optical lens system such that laser was focused
on the samples 30 cm away from the macro-Raman exit, and the scattered light
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was directed perpendicular to slit 1 in gure 2.4 to maximize the light collection.
To load the samples in low-temperature experiments, I utilized a specially-
designed square-shaped holder which was approximately 1.31.5 cm in dimension
and coated with gold to assure high thermal conductivity. In the center of the
holder there was a circular hole whose diameter was approximately 1.0 cm. I
mounted the samples using a small amount of vacuum grease at the edge of the
hole, again with their bc-planes perpendicular to the incident laser beam. In
this way I could make sure the incident laser would hit the crystals themselves
without interference from the grease or substrates.
I attached the holder together with all the samples on it to the lower end of the
cryostat's cold nger, lling the space between with pure indium. A wire heater
on the cold nger allowed me to change the temperature. A platinum resistance
thermometer (PRT) on the cold nger, which responded to the temperature
change by varying its electric resistance, was in intimate contact with the sample
holder at the left-upper corner. I covered the cold nger with a thermo-shield,
and sealed the cryogenic chamber. I pumped the chamber down to approximately
10 6Torr with a diusion pump vacuum system, and was then able to cool the
crystals to as low as 30K with an Air Products closed-cycle He refrigerator.
I used a LakeShore temperature controller DRC-82C to control the temper-
ature of the crystals. By adjusting the voltage and gain applied to the heater,
it is possible to increase or decrease its power output, and eventually change the
temperature in the chamber. The approximate maximum power and resistance
of the heater is 25W and 25
, therefore I was very careful to hold the voltage
not to exceed 25V. Once the temperature approached the desired value, I turned
down the voltage gain slowly until heating and cooling reached an approximate
equilibrium. In all measurements the temperatures were ne-tuned to uctuate
within a 2K range.
Rubrene is known to highly favor creating a peroxide layer in the presence of
light and oxygen [126,127], as mentioned above. I made no attempts to keep the
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crystals dry or in the dark, thus the collected data may have included spectra
from both the underlying bulk rubrene crystal and the surface peroxide layer.
I used a tunable wavelength laser system to excite the crystals. For those with
band gaps larger than photon energy (2.4 eV) of the argon green line, such as an-
thracene, tetracene, pentacene, and diphenylanthracene, I used a Spectra-Physics
2017 Ar+ laser which generates a green laser line of 514.5 nm wavelength; while
for rubrene, I used the Ar+ laser to pump a Spectra-Physics 375B dye laser with
Kiton Red dye, which yielded an output energy in a continuously tunable range
from 608 to 711 nm (2.04{1.74 eV). I chose to use a single excitation wavelength
of 650.45 nm (1.906 eV) in the experiments to minimize the photoluminescence
from the sample.
The integration time for each scan depended on the laser intensity in use,
but I chose it to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio while protecting the CCD
from saturation from the background luminescence. I also collected the data
with the incident laser reected only by a white board (\at" condition) and
with no incident or environment light at all (\dark" condition), and then used
the method
datacalibrated =
datameasured   datadark
dataflat   datadark
to deconvolve the samples' spectra from equipment eects such as the non-linear
response of the CCD. This way the backgrounds were subtracted, and all peaks
were tted using Lorentzian lineshapes with a least-squares algorithm in the
Origin Pro software.
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2.4 Calculations Based on Density Functional
Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) is a quantum-mechanical approach used
in physics and chemistry to investigate the electronic structure (principally the
ground state) of many-body systems, such as atoms and molecules. In this
theory the most important physical parameter is the spatially-dependent electron
density; other properties of a many-electron system can be determined by using
functionals, i.e., functions of the electron density function. To calculate the
electronic structures, one can begin with the Schrodinger equation:
H 	 = E	 (2.24)
where E is the electronic energy, 	 = 	 (~r1; ~r2;    ; ~rn) is the wave function, and
H is the Hamiltonian operator,
H = T^ + V^ne + V^ee (2.25)
where
T^ =
NX
i=1

  ~
2
2m
r2i

is the kinetic energy operator (N being the number of electrons),
V^ne =
NX
i=1
V (~ri)
is the electron-nucleus attraction energy operator, and
V^ee =
NX
i<j
U (~ri; ~rj)
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is the electron-electron repulsion energy operator. Therefore the Schrodinger
equation becomes
"
NX
i=1

  ~
2
2m
r2i

+
NX
i=1
V (~ri) +
NX
i<j
U (~ri; ~rj)
#
	 = E	 (2.26)
On the other hand the electron density n (~r) is related to a normalized 	 by
n (~r) = N
Z
d3r2
Z
d3r3   
Z
d3rN	
 (~r; ~r2;    ; ~rn)	 (~r; ~r2;    ; ~rn) (2.27)
It has been shown that this relation can be reversed, i.e., for a given ground-
state density n0 (~r) it is possible to calculate the corresponding ground-state
wavefunction 	0 (~r1; ~r2;    ; ~rn) [128]. In other words, 	0 is a unique functional
of n0,
	0 = 	(n0)
so that the ground-state expectation value of an observable O is a functional of
n0
O (n0) = h	(n0)jOj	(n0)i
and of course the ground state energy of a molecular system is also a functional
of n0
E0 = E (n0)
=
D
	(n0)
T^ + V^ne + V^ee	(n0)E
=
D
	(n0)
T^ 	(n0)E+ D	(n0)V^ne	(n0)E+ D	(n0)V^ee	(n0)E (2.28)
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Assuming that the nuclei of the molecules or clusters are xed (the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation), we call T^ and V^ne universal operators as they are the same for
any system, while V^ee is system-dependent, thus called non-universal. More gen-
erally, the contribution of
D
	
V^ee	E can be written as
Vee (n) =
Z
V^ee (~r)n (~r) d
3r
One can therefore write down the total energy of a system
E (n) = T (n) + Vne (n) +
Z
V^ee (~r)n (~r) d
3r (2.29)
It is apparent that it is a function of electron density n, and can be minimized
with respect to n. A successful minimization of the energy functional will yield
the ground-state density n0 and thus all other ground-state observables.
In my research, I performed the DFT calculation with the B3LYP method and
the 6-311G(d) basis set, in gaussian 03 software on an SGI Origin 3800 with
64 CPUs and 128 GB memory running the IRIX 6.5 operating system. Starting
from the experimental X-ray structures, I was able to calculate the vibrational
modes of a isolated molecule and the minimum energies of pairs of molecules
with dierent point groups. For those materials for which we lacked the X-ray
data, I performed the computations with the \ideal symmetry" structures.
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Chapter 3
Molecular Vibration in
Oligoacenes and Oligoacene
Derivatives
I compare the Raman spectra of three oligoacene single crystals (anthracene,
tetracene and pentacene) and one oligoacene derivative single crystal (diphenyl
anthracene) with the calculated spectra of the respective isolated molecules. The
Raman measurements I present here are of the bulk properties of the material
and conrm that the vapor growth process yields very pure, unstrained crystals.
They indicate that oligoacenes have strong intermolecular coupling and show
observable modes in the low-frequency wavenumber range, the strengths of which
decrease as the fused benzene rings stack. On the other hand diphenylanthracene
(DPA) shows relatively weak intermolecular vibrational modes, as well as some
intramolecular ones in the low-frequency range, because the side phenyl groups
in the DPA molecules prevent close packing with the neighboring molecules.
3.1 The Crystals
Anthracene, tetracene and pentacene are relatively small aromatic hydrocar-
bons consisting of 3, 4, and 5 fused benzene rings respectively, as shown in gure
1.1. Diphenylanthracene (DPA) is a derivative of anthracene (as its name sug-
gests), with two side phenyl groups linked to the central benzene ring, one on
each side, and its structure is shown in gure 1.2. Christian Kloc grew the single
crystals of these materials when he was at Lucent Technologies, by horizontal
physical vapor transport in a ow of argon gas starting with commercially avail-
able powders, and the method is described in reference [111]. He also combined
some previously-sublimed crystals and performed vacuum-sealed ampoule growth
to get thick bulk crystallites more suitable for the measurements presented here.
All the three oligoacene materials, i.e., anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene,
crystallize in a triclinic structure and have Ci point group symmetry with two
molecules in the unit cell. The lattice constants for the triclinic unit cells are:
j~aj = 8:56A, j~bj = 6:04A, and j~cj = 11:16A for anthracene [129]; j~aj = 7:98A,
j~bj = 6:14A, and j~cj = 13:57A for tetracene [62]; and j~aj = 7:93A, j~bj = 6:14A,
and j~cj = 16:03A for pentacene [62]. DPA crystallizes in a monoclinic structure
and has C2/c point group symmetry with four molecules in the unit cell. The
lattice constants for the monoclinic unit cell are: j~aj = 10:7A, j~bj = 13:6A, and
j~cj = 12:3A [130].
Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of the anthracene molecule with some car-
bon atoms labeled. I also perform an optimization calculation using the method
described in section 2.4, and compare the results with the experimental geomet-
rical structure in table 3.1. My colleague and my collaborator, Drs. Weinberg-
Wolf and Liu, have performed the calculations for tetracene, and their results
are duplicated in table 3.2. The comparisons of the experimental and theoretical
geometrical structures of the pentacene and DPA molecules are also listed in
tables 3.3 and 3.4. As can be seen from tables 3.1{3.4, my optimization calcula-
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tions simulate the molecular structures of dierent kinds of materials very well,
therefore the results are reliable and can be used as a starting point for further
Raman spectra simulation.
Figure 3.1: Anthracene (C14H10)
Molecule. The labels on the carbon
atoms refer to table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Comparison of exper-
imental and theoretical geometri-
cal structures of the anthracene
molecule. Refer to the atomic la-
beling scheme in gure 3.1.
Experiment* Theory
Distances
C1-C2 1.390A 1.401A
C2-C3 1.361A 1.382A
C3-C4 1.426A 1.415A
C4-C5 1.387A 1.391A
C5-C6 1.395A 1.408A
C6-C7 1.412A 1.396A
C7-C8 1.366A 1.387A
C4-C9 1.440A 1.401A
* See reference [129]
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Figure 3.2: Tetracene (C18H12)
Molecule. The labels on the carbon
atoms refer to table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Comparison of experi-
mental and theoretical geometrical
structures of the tetracene molecule.
Refer to the atomic labeling scheme
in gure 3.2.
Experiment* Theory
Distances
C1-C2 1.431A 1.420A
C2-C3 1.367A 1.365A
C3-C4 1.434A 1.427A
C4-C5 1.452A 1.452A
C7-C8 1.452A 1.455A
C8-C9 1.410A 1.395A
C4-C9 1.393A 1.391A
* See reference [131]
Figure 3.3: Pentacene (C22H14)
Molecule. The labels on the carbon
atoms refer to table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Comparison of exper-
imental and theoretical geometri-
cal structures of the pentacene
molecule. Refer to the atomic la-
beling scheme in gure 3.3.
Experiment* Theory
Distances
C1-C2 1.43A 1.415A
C2-C3 1.38A 1.393A
C3-C4 1.43A 1.427A
C4-C5 1.40A 1.396A
C5-C6 1.42A 1.402A
C6-C7 1.41A 1.417A
C4-C8 1.46A 1.446A
* See reference [132]
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Figure 3.4: DPA (C26H18) Molecule.
The labels on the carbon atoms refer to
table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Comparison of experi-
mental and theoretical geometrical
structures of the DPA molecule. Re-
fer to the atomic labeling scheme in
gure 3.4.
Experiment* Theory
Distances
C1-C2 1.36A 1.398A
C1-C3 1.50A 1.467A
C1-C9 1.42A 1.415A
C2-C4 1.56A 1.476A
C2-C3 1.39A 1.401A
C3-C6 1.41A 1.405A
C4-C5 1.35A 1.413A
C4-C12 1.34A 1.410A
C5-C11 1.43A 1.404A
C6-C8 1.33A 1.386A
C7-C8 1.48A 1.467A
C7-C9 1.30A 1.386A
C10-C11 1.33A 1.365A
C10-C13 1.44A 1.417A
C12-C13 1.39A 1.411A
* See reference [133]
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3.2 Raman Spectra
I used multiple crystallites from the same growth batch at the same time
for these room-temperature experiments, paying no deliberate attention to the
orientation of the crystallites. Any polarization eects will therefore average over
the entire group of crystals, which will aect the analysis of the data. I recorded
spectra with the micro-Raman setup using a Dilor XY triple spectrometer in
a backscattering conguration and a charge-coupled device (CCD) cooled with
LN2. My spectral windows ranged from approximately 25 cm
 1 to 1600 cm 1
with a resolution of 1 cm 1, a range that should include both intermolecular
and intramolecular vibrations. After subtracting the background, I t all peaks
using Lorentzian lineshapes with a least-squares algorithm. Studying multiple
crystals also allowed me to investigate the consistency of crystals produced in a
single growth run: I collected Raman spectra from several dierent platelet- and
needle-like crystallites (as well as from multiple locations on some of the larger
crystallites), and all of the spectra are substantially the same, other than small
changes in the relative intensities of individual peaks. This is a strong indication
that the crystal-growing process is creating very pure, unstrained crystals.
Figure 3.5 contains representative Raman spectra of anthracene, tetracene,
pentacene, and DPA single crystals measured at room temperature. The spec-
trum of each material shows a few vibrational modes in the low-frequency range
(below 200 cm 1). One gains more information about the individual modes
by comparing the spectra to calculations of the Raman modes of the isolated
molecules. Such comparisons in the low-frequency range are of particular inter-
est, because they distinguish the inter- and intramolecular vibrations easily.
The top line in gure 3.6 contains the comparison for anthracene single crys-
tals. As can be seen, the four lowest-energy vibrations are not predicted by
the calculation based on a single anthracene molecule. Actually the lowest in-
tramolecular vibration predicted by the calculation is at 230 cm 1 with energy
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Figure 3.5: Representative room temperature (300K) Raman spectrum of an-
thracene, tetracene, pentacene, and DPA single crystals, from top to bottom.
Signals are collected with an excitation energy of 514.532 nm (2.4 eV).
28meV, therefore energies smaller than that would only activate intermolecular
vibrations. The calculation based on one tetracene molecule, as shown in the
second line, has been analyzed before, and one can nd a detailed comparison
in reference [105]. In tetracene the lowest vibrational mode predicted by theory
appears at 115 cm 1 (14meV), and intermolecular vibrations account for the
two peaks below it. The third line is the comparison for pentacene single crys-
tals. The calculation for pentacene predicts the lowest vibration at 100 cm 1
(13meV), and the two vibrations below 100 cm 1 probably come from intermolec-
ular vibrations. Comparing anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene, one can see
that the lowest energy for an intramolecular vibration decreases as the number
of benzene rings in the backbone increases. The vibrational mode with smallest
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Figure 3.6: Room temperature low-energy experimental data and theoretical
predictions for anthracene, tetracene, pentacene, and DPA single crystals, from
top to bottom. Black line denotes experimental observation and red line denotes
theoretical prediction.
energy in all three oligoacenes is the motion of benzene rings with two ends mov-
ing in the opposite directions perpendicular to the backbone plane, which looks
like the propagation of a wave along the long axis direction of the molecule. The
more benzene rings are fused, the more \exible" this rings link is, and therefore
needs smaller energy to activate the vibration.
As a contrast, the comparison between experimental data and theoretical pre-
dictions for DPA single crystals is illustrated in the bottom line. Two predicted
peaks appear at 20 cm 1 (2.5meV, not shown in gure 3.6) and 75 cm 1
(9meV), both of which are related to the motion of side phenyl groups. Although
the experimental spectrum below 30 cm 1 is overwhelmed by the laser tail, we
can still come to the conclusion that some of the peaks in the low-frequency
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range of DPA are predicted by the single-molecule calculation, however some
aren't. The unit cell of DPA is almost four times as large as those of the three
oligoacences. While the DPA molecule itself is larger than the oligoacenes, it is
mainly the dierences in packing, and the fact that DPA has four molecules in
the unit cell and the others only have two, that cause the change in the size of
the unit cell. The phenyl groups on the DPA molecule prevent the close packing
arrangement achieved by anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene in the solid state,
and their motion is almost uncoupled from that of the backbone. For this reason,
it is not surprising to nd relatively weaker intermolecular interactions between
DPA molecules, which probably come from the coupling of phenyl groups with
the neighboring molecule.
3.3 Conclusion
I report room-temperature Raman spectra for three oligoacene materials,
i.e., anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene, as well as an oligoacene derivative
material, i.e., diphenylanthracene. There exist intermolecular interactions in
oligoacenes, and the coupling strengths decrease as the molecules become larger.
The molecule of DPA is larger than those of the oligoacenes, and the side
phenyl groups prevent close packing, therefore intermolecular interactions are
even weaker in DPA than they are in other molecular crystals. I compare the
experimental Raman spectra with calculated results based on isolated molecules,
and catalog those peaks below 200 cm 1 that are not predicted by the theory as
intermolecular vibrations. The comparisons conrm that the DFT method that
I use is a reliable one, which generates bond lengths close to experimental values
in molecules.
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Chapter 4
Molecular Vibration in Rubrene:
Raman Study and A New Model
I perform temperature-dependent Raman measurements on single crystals
of rubrene. The Raman spectra I present here are of the bulk properties of
the material and conrm that the vapor growth process yields very pure, un-
strained rubrene crystals. At temperatures below 80K they display two weak in-
termolecular vibrations in the very low-frequency region (below 60 cm 1), which
red-shift rapidly with increasing temperature until they become undetectable
(below 20 cm 1). Other Raman peaks in the low-frequency region (60{150 cm 1)
undergo signicant line width broadening over the temperature range from 30{
300K, especially between 150{200K, indicating a shortening of the lifetime of
the vibrational modes corresponding to these peaks. I propose a new model to
ascribe this to breaking of the symmetry of the molecular motion, and performed
DFT calculations to support this theory.
4.1 The Rubrene Crystal
Rubrene is a relatively small aromatic hydrocarbon consisting of a backbone
of four fused benzene rings (tetracene) with four substituted phenyl groups (two
C11
C10C9
C8C7
C6
C5 C4
C3
C2C1
C18
C17C16
C15 C14 C13
C12
C19
Figure 4.1: Rubrene (C42H28) molecule. The labels on the carbon atoms are in
reference to table 4.1.
on each internal ring). Figure 4.1 illustrates the structure of rubrene molecule,
and table 4.1 shows the comparison between experimental atom positions and
those from calculation by the method described in section 2.4.
Dr. Christian Kloc grew the single crystals used in these measurements by
horizontal physical vapor transport in a ow of argon gas starting with rubrene
powder acquired from Aldrich. Other publications describe the details of this
growth process [112]. To change the morphology of the growing crystals and to
get thick bulk crystallites more suitable for this present study, some previously-
sublimed rubrene crystals subsequently served as the starting point for a typical
vacuum-sealed ampoule growth. The molecule crystallizes in an orthorhombic
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Table 4.1: Comparison of experimental
and theoretical geometrical structures of
rubrene molecule. Refer to the atomic la-
beling scheme in gure 4.1.
Experiment* Theory
Distances
C1-C2 1.442 A 1.408 A
C2-C3 1.366 A 1.351 A
C3-C4 1.439 A 1.433 A
C4-C5 1.466 A 1.440 A
C7-C8 1.474 A 1.464 A
C8-C9 1.431 A 1.418 A
C4-C9 1.409 A 1.397 A
C9-C10 1.503 A 1.506 A
C10-C11 1.402 A 1.385 A
C11-C12 1.395 A 1.386 A
Angles
C3-C4-C9 121.8 122.4
C4-C9-C10 116.0 115.6
C8-C9-C10 122.9 123.1
C9-C8-C17 122.2 122.3
C10-C9-C17-C18 29.4 25.1
* Room-temperature data. See reference
[134]
structure and has D182h point group symmetry at room-temperature with four
molecules per unit cell [86]. The lattice constants for the orthorhombic unit cell
are j~aj = 26:901A, j~bj = 7:187A, and j~cj = 14:430A. Figure 4.2 shows the
molecular stacking in the crystal. Most crystallites are thin or thick platelets,
millimeters in lateral dimension. The face of the crystallites is the (100) plane.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: Three views of the packing in rubrene single crystals. (a) and (c) show
the orientation of molecules with respect to each other while (b) is the primitive
unit cell. The gures are based on x-ray data of the molecular orientation and
are duplicated from reference [105].
The consensus from the literature is that the crystals have a room-temperature
band gap of approximately 2.21 eV [135].
One should notice in gure 4.2 that for any rubrene molecule there exists a
neighboring molecule that stands closer than any other molecules in the lattice,
which is obvious from the view of gure 4.2(c). This pair may form a larger
conjugated region for electron delocalization. Furthermore, the proximity of the
two molecules makes the position and eects of the phenyl groups of particular
interest. Recent temperature-dependent X-ray measurements observed a slight
position change in the phenyl groups with respect to the backbone plane and to
those on the neighboring molecule [99]. Figure 4.3 gives a picture for the packing
of two nearest-neighbor molecules in the rubrene crystal at room temperature,
which shows the relative position of the phenyl groups explicitly. As can be
seen, the backbone planes of the two rubrene molecules are parallel to each
other, separated by a distance h = 3:74A in the direction perpendicular to the
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Figure 4.3: Packing of two nearest-neighbor molecules in the rubrene crystal,
with the hydrogen atoms hidden; inset showing torsion angle , with the back-
bone perpendicular to the paper.
plane. Steric hindrance dictates that the substituted phenyl groups rotate out
of the plane of the tetracene backbone, i.e., for each molecule the two phenyl
groups attached to the same internal ring (taking 1 and 2 as the example) are
below the backbone plane on one end, while the two phenyl groups attached
to the other ring (3 and 4) are above the plane on the other end. At room
temperature (293K), the torsion angle  between side groups 1 and 3 is 25,
and the molecular displacement d, which is dened as the distance between the
ends of the two molecules projected on the plane of the tetracene backbone, is
6.176A. A major feature of the rubrene crystal is that no change occurs in h
with temperature [136], however both  and d vary with temperature and this
dependence is shown in table 4.2 and gure 4.4. It is also worthwhile to notice
that phenyl groups 3 and 5 lie on opposite sides of their respective tetracene
backbones to minimize the overlap between the molecules and keep the total
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Table 4.2: Evolution of
the phenyl group torsion
angle  with temperature
in rubrene molecule.  is
dened in gure 4.3.
Temperature *
100K 24.658
125K 24.646
150K 24.718
175K 24.744
200K 24.86
235K 24.836
275K 24.992
293K 24.996
* Extracted from X-ray
data reported in refer-
ence [99]
Figure 4.4: Evolution of the molecular
displacement d along the long axis of
the rubrene molecule with temperature.
The inset represents the rubrene molec-
ular packing viewed along the (100) di-
rection and denes the length d of the
molecular displacement. Graph is dupli-
cated from reference [99].
energy at a minimum, and similarly for groups 4 and 6.
4.2 Raman Spectra
4.2.1 Experimental Conditions
I mounted multiple crystallites from the same growth batch at the same time
as described in section 2.3, paying no deliberate attention to the orientation of the
crystallites. Any polarization eects will therefore average over the entire group
of crystals, which will aect analysis of the data. Studying multiple crystals also
allowed me to investigate the consistency of crystals produced in a single growth
run. I selected the largest crystallites from multiple growth runs in order to
collect the Raman data from dierent points.
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I recorded Raman spectra with a macro-Raman setup using a Dilor XY
triple spectrometer in a backscattering conguration and a charge-coupled device
(CCD) cooled with LN2. The resolution of the spectrometer is 1 cm
 1. Using an
Air Products closed-cycle He refrigerator in a cryogenic chamber pumped down
to approximately 10 6Torr with a diusion pump vacuum system, I cooled the
crystals to 30K. I pumped a Spectra Physics 375B dye laser with Kiton Red
dye with a Spectra-Physics 2017 Ar+ laser, yielding an output energy that is
continuously tunable from 608 to 711 nm. I chose an excitation wavelength of
650.45 nm (1.906 eV) in the experiments to minimize the photoluminescence from
the sample in order to measure the weaker Raman eect. I collected the data
from approximately 25 to 1600 cm 1, a range that should include both inter-
molecular and intramolecular vibrations. After subtracting the background, I t
all peaks using Lorentzian lineshapes with a least-squares algorithm.
As I previously mentioned, rubrene highly favors creating a peroxide layer
in the presence of light and oxygen [126, 127]. I made no attempt to keep the
crystals dry or in the dark, so the spectra I present here are of both the underlying
bulk rubrene crystal and the surface peroxide layer. My subsequent discussion
is based on the Raman data of the bulk material, which is distinguished from
other interesting attributes of rubrene such as its high FET mobility (which may
result from surface channel conduction).
4.2.2 Temperature Dependent Raman Results
Figure 4.5 is a representative room-temperature (300K) Raman spectrum
measured from dierent crystallites. Though I made no attempt to mount the
crystals in specic orientations, they generated almost identical Raman spectra
except for some small changes in the relative intensities of individual peaks. This
conrms that the vapor deposition growth process produces very homogeneous
crystals within each run. My colleague Dr. Weinberg-Wolf has conducted a de-
tailed study of the peak positions in rubrene Raman spectra, including their
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Figure 4.5: Representative room temperature (300K) Raman spectrum of
rubrene single crystals collected with an excitation energy of 650.45 nm
(1.906 eV); inset showing the low-frequency range (35{160 cm 1) spectrum.
general temperature dependence, comparison with calculated results and with
tetracene crystals which have a similar molecular structure [105]. In contrast
my study of this material focuses on the temperature dependence of its Raman
spectra, especially in low-frequency range. As I mentioned above, the molecular
displacement d and torsion angle  change with temperature, and the eect of
this change on the intermolecular vibrations can be detected by Raman mea-
surements. Figure 4.6 is the Raman spectrum measured under low temperature
(30K), with the low-frequency peaks magnied in the inset. By comparing the
insets of gures 4.5 and 4.6, one can easily see the eect of temperature on the
intermolecular vibrational modes, e.g., the positions and line widths of certain
low-frequency Raman peaks vary signicantly, further some peaks are only ob-
served under low-temperatures.
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Figure 4.6: Representative low temperature (30K) Raman spectrum of rubrene
single crystals collected with an excitation energy of 650.45 nm (1.906 eV); inset
showing the low-frequency range (35{160 cm 1) spectrum.
These dierences can be seen more clearly in gure 4.7, the low-frequency
Raman spectra at low and room temperatures in the same scale, in which the
peaks are labeled as No. I{VII from low to high wavenumber. One can easily
tell the dierences between the two spectra: peaks I and II only appear at low
temperatures, and other peaks (III{VII) undergo slight shifts in position but
signicant broadening in line width. In order to examine the changes in peak
positions and line widths with temperature more closely, I performed a series of
Raman measurements under dierent temperatures from 30K to 300K, with spe-
cial attention to the range of 150{200K. After tting all the peaks to Lorentzian
lineshapes with a least-squares algorithm, I was able to determine the evolution
of peak positions and line widths with temperature, which are plotted in gures
4.8 and 4.9.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of low-frequency rubrene Raman peaks at room temper-
ature (300K) and low temperature (30K).
In the upper part of gure 4.8, peaks I and II appear only at low tempera-
tures because they red-shift to the lower frequency range quickly with increasing
temperature, with little change in their line widths below 80K, above which
the peaks become undetectable (below 20 cm 1) with my instrument; while the
lower part of the gure indicates that other peaks (III{VII) shift in position only
slightly (less than 3%). As mentioned in section 2.2.3, intermolecular modes un-
dergo more change than do intramolecular modes with temperature due to the
weaker van der Waals bonds. Peaks I and II shift in position dramatically, there-
fore I catalog the vibrations corresponding to peaks I and II as intermolecular
vibrations. However it is not easy to ascertain what kind of vibrations corre-
spond to peaks III{VII: rstly the simulation for an isolated rubrene molecule
predicted intramolecular modes in the low-frequency region, secondly intermolec-
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of low-frequency Raman peak positions with temperature
in rubrene (note the dierent temperature scales in the upper and lower parts of
the graph).
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ular phonons with low energies should also appear below 150 cm 1. I think they
are neither simple intermolecular vibrations (as their positions don't shift as
much as peak I and II), nor simple intramolecular vibrations (as peaks I and II
prove the existence of intermolecular modes in this spectral region). Most likely
I have observed in peaks III{VII strongly mixed modes of inter- and intramolec-
ular vibrations. Venuti et al. studied the low-frequency phonons in rubrene by
combining polarized Raman spectra with computational methods, in which they
used both the rigid molecule approximation (RMA) and the exible molecule ap-
proach (FMA) to eectively separate inter- and intramolecular vibrations and to
account for the coupling between the two kinds of motions, and they came to the
conclusion that there existed strong mixing between inter- and intramolecular
modes below 200 cm 1 [100].
It is worthwhile to point out that the conclusions about low-frequency vi-
bration modes dier somewhat from those of previous work from my lab, in
which Dr. Weinberg-Wolf claimed that all the peaks below 150 cm 1 that she
observed were intramolecular vibrations [105, 109]. To account for the reasons,
rstly she didn't perform detailed temperature-dependent measurements for the
low-frequency range below 80K and as a result didn't observe the striking red-
shift of peaks I and II with temperature. As a matter of fact, the intermolecular
vibrations are so weak that I couldn't observe peaks I and II every time in my
measurements either, and those shown in gures 4.7 and 4.8 are the best results
of many trials. Secondly the isolated molecule simulation that she performed
doesn't take into account the interactions between molecules (refer to section 4.1
and especially gure 4.3) and has omitted the contribution from intermolecular
vibrations. In the following sections 4.3 and 4.4 I will show the important con-
tribution of the \neighboring" rubrene molecule to the intermolecular vibrations
and onsite energies.
In the upper part of gure 4.9 it is notable that only the peaks below 150 cm 1
(III{VII) are strongly broadened with increasing temperature. This is even more
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of low-frequency Raman peak line widths with temperature
in rubrene; lower part being the evolution of two higher-frequency peak line
widths as a comparison.
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obvious if compared with the peaks at higher frequency (not shown in gure 4.8),
e.g., those at 340 cm 1 and 896 cm 1 (shown in the lower part of gure 4.9),
and the peaks in other materials, e.g., those in Si, Ge, and -Sn (shown in gure
2.3(b)), the line widths of which increase only gradually. Further, around 150K
there is an abrupt change and the broadening begins to increase steeply, and at
higher temperature the rate of increase slows down again. As mentioned in sec-
tion 2.2.3, the spectral line width of a Raman peak is determined by the inverse
of the lifetime of its corresponding phonon [137]. According to equation (2.23)
increasing the temperature of a material will increase the thermal occupation
number n(
), which means the phonons decay more easily into another state,
thus a gradual peak broadening is expected in most crystals. Figure 2.3(b) has
illustrated the typical gradual broadening in the simple substances Si, Ge, and
-Sn. In organic compounds with molecular structures similar to that of rubrene,
such as tetracene and pentacene, this kind of gradual broadening was observed
in the low-frequency range, in which the line widths increased approximately by
a factor of 2 over 80{300K [67, 138]. The low-frequency peaks in rubrene, i.e.,
III{VII as shown in gures 4.7 and 4.9, broaden by a factor of 5 over 30{300K,
and go through an abrupt broadening at 150K. The broadening observed in
rubrene is therefore much more dramatic than that observed in similar materials,
and suggests that factors in addition to the usual phonon decay must be at work.
Whether the peaks below 150 cm 1 result from purely intermolecular vibrations
or coupled inter- and intramolecular vibrations, an abrupt change in those vi-
brations must occur near 150K in order for this phenomenon to be observed in
rubrene.
4.3 A New Molecular Motion Model
The massive phenyl side groups of rubrene molecules are very exible and
their motions are almost uncoupled from the backbone of the molecule [136], thus
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they are responsible for the low-frequency phonons in the Raman spectra. Among
these motions the one perpendicular to the backbone plane involves the smallest
energy, as indicated by simulations [109] and analytical calculations [136]. It is
therefore natural to conclude that the broadening of the low-frequency peaks (III{
VII) is due to the shortening of the lifetime of the motion of the side groups, which
results from an abrupt change of the motion perpendicular to the backbone. In
this section I propose a new molecular motion model to explain the phenomenon
observed in gure 4.9, and later in chapter 5 I will discuss this model in greater
detail, including the potential applications in single-molecule devices as well as
explanations for other phenomena observed in this material such as the changes
in the mobility, thermal properties, and structure as revealed by X-ray diraction
at temperatures near 150K.
The model is illustrated in gure 4.10. Taking phenyl groups 1 and 3 as an
example, in most cases they vibrate around their equilibrium positions below
and above the backbone plane, respectively, and they are unable to cross the
backbone plane under this circumstance, as shown in gure 4.10(a)1. But as
the temperature goes up, the probability increases that phenyl groups 1 and 3
gain enough energy to go over the energy barrier, the maximum of which occurs
where they are cofacial and approach each other most closely as shown in gure
4.10(b). They then exchange sides and set up new equilibrium positions as shown
in gure 4.10(c). In the actual crystal other phenyl group pairs could go through
this process simultaneously, and gures 4.10(d){4.10(f) illustrate these situations
in which the additional activated pairs are 2 and 4, 6 and 8, 5 and 7, respectively.
1The animations in the following link may be helpful for a better understand-
ing of their motions under this circumstance [109]:
http://www.physics.unc.edu/project/mcneil/MolecularAnimations/anim.php.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.10: (a) Rubrene molecules in the low-energy state; (b) two phenyl
groups (1 and 3) are cofacial where the maximum of the energy barrier occurs;
(c) phenyl groups 1 and 3 have exchanged sides; (d){(f) with one phenyl group
pair having exchanged sides, another pair becomes cofacial simultaneously.
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4.3.1 Intuitive Explanation
A particular vibration requires a particular conguration of the molecule. If
the molecular conguration changes, the new conguration can no longer support
the old vibration. A comparative description for a bird might be helpful to
understand this statement: the bird vibrates its wings so that it can y in the air,
and this process \requires" that the two wings are symmetrically attached to the
bird's body, one on each side. One can imagine that if one of the wings suddenly
\ips" beneath the bird's body, there is no way that it can keep ying anymore, |
we can say that the \ying" is terminated. A similar process happens in rubrene
molecule vibrations: as the temperature goes up some of the phenyl side groups
in vibrating molecules (that have been activated by incident photons) exchange
sides, or \ip," as a result the vibrational modes that are related to the side group
motion in the original position are terminated, and the vibrational energies are
released in the form of heat. In fact this abnormal heat ow during 150{200K has
been detected by the dierential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiment [99,139],
however prior to the work described here and in reference [140] it was commonly
recognized as some form of phase transition. I will discuss more about this later
in section 5.2.
4.3.2 Classical Theory
The ipping eect on the Raman spectra can also be explained by classical
light scattering theory. In Raman spectroscopy the cross section for scattering
depends in part on the scalar product of the incident light polarization, the
Raman tensor for a particular mode, and the polarization of the scattered light:
@s
@

/
^s  ~R  ^i2 (4.1)
The left side of equation (4.1) @s=@
 is the dierential scattering cross section;
^s and ^i are the polarizations of the scattered and incident light, respectively;
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and ~R is the Raman tensor for the system. The geometric arrangement of the
experimental setup, the polarization of the incident and scattered light, and
the symmetry of the crystal are therefore all important factors in the overall
scattering cross section.
Rubrene is a molecular crystal, thus as an approximation we can treat the
scattering from the crystal as the assembly of scattering from isolated molecules.
The rubrene molecule in the low-energy state as shown in gure 4.10(a) has C2h
point group; with one pair of phenyl groups becoming cofacial, e.g., 1 and 3 in
gure 4.10(b), it transforms to C1 point group; after 1 and 3 have exchanged
sides (gure 4.10(c)), the molecule transits to the D2 point group. So during one
simple ipping process the molecule symmetry changes twice, from C2h to C1 then
to D2. It is worthwhile to note that if the phenyl groups on both sides of one
rubrene molecule become cofacial simultaneously, e.g., 2 and 4 are cofacial with
1 and 3 already in that state, the molecule has the D2h point group. However,
the cofacial position occurs only for a moment during the ipping and is not
a equilibrium position for the two phenyl groups. Thus no matter whether the
molecule is of C1 or D2h point group at this moment, we do not need to consider
it in the Raman scattering process.
So when the ipping happens the rubrene molecule symmetry changes from
C2h to D2. C2h allows vibrations of four symmetry types: Ag, Au, Bg, and Au;
and D2 also allows four symmetry types: A, B1(z), B2(y), and B3(x). Both point
groups have centers of inversion, so only the gerade modes (those with subscript
g) are Raman active. Therefore the Raman tensors for the allowed modes in C2h
are [141]:
Ag =
0BBB@
a 0 d
0 b 0
d 0 c
1CCCA Bg =
0BBB@
0 e 0
e 0 f
0 f 0
1CCCA (4.2)
and the Raman tensors for the allowed modes in D2 are:
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A =
0BBB@
a 0 0
0 b 0
0 0 c
1CCCA B1(z) =
0BBB@
0 d 0
d 0 0
0 0 0
1CCCA
B2(y) =
0BBB@
0 0 e
0 0 0
e 0 0
1CCCA B3(x) =
0BBB@
0 0 0
0 0 f
0 f 0
1CCCA (4.3)
The x, y, and z in brackets after the representation indicate the direction of
polarization.
The rubrene crystal cleaves along the (100) face, so the bc-plane is available in
many dierent orientations in this experiment. In a backscattering conguration,
the incident light polarization must be ^i = ( x y 0 ) while the scattered light
polarization must be ^s = ( x0 y0 0 ) where x, y, x0, and y0 are components
of the polarization in the plane of the crystal face. I enumerate allowed Raman
modes for dierent point groups with backscattering geometry in tables 4.3 and
4.4. As they indicate, before the ipping one can observe both Ag and Bg modes,
while after the ipping one can observe only the A mode. Again, the vibrations
that belong to the Bg mode are terminated in the Raman process due to the
breaking of the symmetry. Further, depending on the relative orientation of
the crystal axes in the face of the crystallites and the incident polarization, the
relative intensities of the Ag and Bg modes should change, and this explains why
the relative intensities of individual peaks change when measurements are made
on dierently-oriented crystals.
4.3.3 Quantum Mechanical Theory
We can also gain some qualitative conclusions about the ipping eects by
looking at the quantum mechanics expression derived in section 2.2.3. Equation
(2.21) gives the broadening of the Raman line:
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Table 4.3: Allowed Raman
modes for C2h point group with
backscattering geometry.
Symmetry Type j^s  ~R  ^ij
Ag axx
0 + byy0
Bg e(x
0y + xy0)
Table 4.4: Allowed Raman
modes for D2 point group with
backscattering geometry; Ag
mode being the only one that
can be observed.
Symmetry Type j^s  ~R  ^ij
A axx0 + byy0
B1(z) 0
*
B2(y) 0
B3(x) 0
* B1(z) polarizes in z -direction
and doesn't interact with light
polarized in bc-plane with
backscattering geometry
 (~0; j; 
) =
18
~2
X
~q;j1;j2
V
0@ ~0 ~q  ~q
j j1 j2
1A
2
[n(~q; j1) + n( ~q; j2) + 1]
 (!(~q; j1) + !( ~q; j2)  
)
and the matrix elements which determine the width  (
) are given by
V
0@ ~0 ~q  ~q
j j1 j2
1A = 1
6

~3
8NM3!0!(q; j1)!( q; j2)
1=2

X
l0;l00
X
k;k0;k00
X
;;

0@ 0 l0 l00
k k0 k00
1A
 e

k
~0; j e (k0j~q; j1) e (k00j ~q; j2) ei~q[~R(l0) ~R(l00)]
where
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0@ 0 l0 l00
k k0 k00
1A
is the derivative of the interatomic potential with respect to displacements along
directions of the Cartesian coordinates , , and  of the atoms
0@ 0
k
1A ;
0@ l0
k0
1A ;
0@ l00
k00
1A
respectively. In other words,  is the force constant along three dierent
directions. A full calculation for V before and after the ipping happens would
be complex and is not attempted here. Here we simplify the interatomic potential
in rubrene molecules as follows: we treat the two phenyl groups that exchanged
sides as two big \atoms," this way the potential within one rubrene molecule, i.e.,
that between the phenyl groups and the backbone, increases with ipped side
groups (because the system energy in the conguration shown in gure 4.10(a)
is at a minimum). This increases the absolute value of V and as a result the
Raman line width  (
).
4.4 Simulations
In order to support my molecular motion model, I also calculated the onsite
energies of the two-molecule units shown in gure 4.10 with dierent phenyl
group positions and ipping angles at dierent temperatures using gaussian
03 [142]. I used the Hartree-Fock method for the structural optimization and
the density functional theory (DFT) [143] B3LYP method [144{146] with the
6-311G(d) basis set [147,148] to calculate the energies under dierent conditions.
All calculations started from the experimental X-ray structures provided by Dr.
Jurchescu [99], and ran on an SGI Origin 3800 with 64 CPUs and 128 GB memory
running the IRIX 6.5 OS.
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Dening the energy dierences between gures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b), 4.10(a)
and 4.10(d), 4.10(a) and 4.10(e), 4.10(a) and 4.10(f) as E1, E2, E3, and
E4, respectively, I calculated the energies that are needed to change the phenyl
group positions at dierent temperatures and present the result in gure 4.11.
I can make several statements based on the energy dierence curves revealed in
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of energy dierences between dierent phenyl group po-
sitions with temperature.
gure 4.11. First of all the relation E1 < E2  E3 < E4 is reasonable,
because the activation of an additional pair of phenyl groups requires additional
energy; and E4 is remarkably larger than the other three because phenyl groups
3 and 5 become very close with the 1-3 and 5-7 pairs activated simultaneously.
Secondly the curves for E2 and E3 are almost coincident, because the phenyl
side groups are very exible and their motions are almost uncoupled from the
backbone and from those on the other side of the same molecule as well as on
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the neighboring molecule. Thirdly in our model the E's are aected by two
factors: within the molecule by the torsion angle  between the phenyl groups
that exchange sides, and externally by the molecular displacement d between the
molecules. Generally speaking, larger displacement and smaller torsion angle
lead to smaller E's. However, the larger torsion angle generates more overlap
with, and thus repulsion of, the phenyl groups on the neighboring molecule, in
which case the two molecules displace slightly with respect to each other, in-
creasing d to keep the system energy low. Thus larger torsion angle induces a
larger displacement, and the two eects compete to aect the E's. That is
why although the molecular displacement increases monotonically with increas-
ing temperature (refer to gure 4.4) [99], the energy dierences do not. Fourthly
it is noteworthy that the torsion angle between the two phenyl groups after they
have exchanged sides is smaller than in the original position; our calculation
shows it to be less than 10(in gure 4.10 I used larger torsion angles to make
the change more obvious). Thus the structure in which the phenyl groups have
exchanged sides, as shown in gure 4.10(c), is unstable, and goes back to gure
4.10(a) easily.
Specically the transition rate 1= for the phenyl groups to cross the energy
barrier is
1

= e
  E
kBT (4.4)
where   1012Hz is the typical vibration frequency and E is the energy barrier
in the dierent cases. Employing the calculated E's, I am able to explain in
detail my Raman observations. From 30{150K 1= increases with temperature
with a relatively large but constant E1 (since d changes only slightly); around
150K there is a sudden decrease of the energy barrier, which increases 1= expo-
nentially, enabling more phenyl groups to exchange sides and enlarging the line
widths as shown in gure 4.9. Above 150K E1 remains at a relatively small
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value, but increases with temperature on average, which slows down the ipping
rate. Meanwhile the increase in the number of molecules with ipped phenyl
groups prevents an additional ip in the neighboring molecules (as shown in g-
ure 4.10(d){4.10(f)), since the energies needed to do so (E2 4) are signicantly
larger, as seen in gure 4.11. Such large energy barriers further slow down the
ipping rate, therefore at higher temperature this eect becomes weak and the
Raman peak broadening slows down.
4.5 Conclusion
Since rubrene is of interest to many researchers for its possible application
in devices due to its extremely high hole mobility, a fundamental understand-
ing of the underlying physics that makes the material unique is important. The
temperature-dependent Raman data indicate that in the spectral region below
150 cm 1 the two phonons with the lowest frequency red-shift with increasing
temperature rapidly, while other peaks shift little in position but broaden sig-
nicantly in line width especially in the 150{200K range. I catalog the two
phonons with lowest frequency as intermolecular modes, and other ve peaks as
the strong coupling of inter- and intramolecular vibrations. I construct a new
model to describe the phenyl groups' motion under dierent temperatures, in
which the Raman peaks' broadening results from disorder as the phenyl groups
exchange sides of the backbone plane and break the symmetry. I also simulated
the energies of dierent phenyl groups' motion to support the theory.
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Chapter 5
Impacts of Our Molecular
Motion Model
I proposed a new model in section 4.3 to describe changes in the molecular
motion in crystalline rubrene as the temperature changes and discussed how
the DFT simulations were used to support the theory and further explain the
phenomena observed in temperature-dependent Raman measurements in section
4.4. In this chapter I will further discuss implications of this model for other
properties and applications of the material, such as the temperature dependence
of its charge transport, structural and calorimetric observation of changes near
150K, and potential application in single-molecule device design.
5.1 Mobility
I mentioned in section 1.2 the abnormal temperature dependence of the carrier
mobility in rubrene single crystals. In gure 1.4, the mobility increases rapidly
from low temperature to 150{175K, above which it decreases gradually as the
temperature increases further. This temperature dependence of the mobility is
markedly distinguished from that in tetracene and pentacene, and the theories
and models used to explain the mobility-temperature relations in tetracene and
pentacene fail to explain the behavior in rubrene [99, 100]. Although some have
suggested possible reasons for the mobility drop below 140K, such as shallow
traps [5, 92] or enhancement of the eective mass of quasiparticles in molecular
orbital bands [101], it has remained as an important unsolved problem in rubrene.
Let's consider band transport and hopping transport, the two fundamental
transport mechanisms in organic semiconductors. In the hopping model, the
rate of charge transfer (W ) between neighboring molecules can be described as
follows according to Marcus theory [149,150],
W =
2t2mn
h

3
kBT
 1
2
exp

  
4kBT

(5.1)
where tmn is the electronic coupling integral for all the molecular pairs, with
m and n denoting the nearest-neighbor molecules, and  is the sum of inter-
and intramolecular reorganization energy for the charge carriers. The mobility 
can be directly calculated from W by the Nernst-Einstein relation through the
diusion coecient D [151,152],
D =
1
2s
X
i
r2iW
2
i (5.2)
and
 =
e
kBT
D (5.3)
where s is the dimensionality of the crystal, r is the distance between the pairs of
molecules, and Wi is the probability for the charge carrier to hop to a particular
ith neighbor, normalized over the total hopping rate (
P
iWi). Equations 5.1{5.3
clearly suggest that smaller , larger t and higher T lead to larger . On the
other hand, in band transport with the interaction of the delocalized carriers
with the phonons (the main scattering process), the carrier mobility in crystals
decreases with temperature according to the following equation,
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 = CT n (5.4)
where C and n are constants [153].
These two eects are in competition to aect carrier mobility. In rubrene,
the electronic coupling is strong thus the hopping transport takes the leading
role at low temperature. Plus, a large fraction (25%) of the intramolecular
reorganization energy comes from the low-frequency vibrational modes, i.e., the
motion of the phenyl side groups, as indicated by calculations at the DFT level
[136]. Therefore when the phenyl group ipping eliminates these vibrations,  is
reduced accordingly.
With this model it is possible to explain the behavior of the carrier mobil-
ity of rubrene single crystals. At low temperature, T changes the ipping rate
exponentially, and as more low-frequency vibrational modes are eliminated,  is
reduced and the hopping process becomes easier, which explains why the carrier
mobility increases with temperature below 150K. As the temperature increases,
the second eect (phonon scattering) begins to dominate for charge transport.
But more and more phenyl groups are activated to exchange sides in the range
150{200K, and they enhance the hopping between neighboring molecules, so 
remains nearly constant. At higher temperature, the number of ipped phenyl
group pairs no longer increases signicantly, as discussed above, and with band
transport becoming dominant, the mobility decreases gradually with tempera-
ture. One can refer to gure 1.4 for the carrier mobility behavior in rubrene over
this temperature range.
Notably, in equation 5.1  appears in the exponential position, and as a result
 could uctuate greatly with even a tiny change in  in hopping transport, espe-
cially at low temperatures. For example, with the assumption that the electronic
coupling integral t and the distance between molecule pairs r xed, a 1% decrease
in  causes a 14% increase in  at 150K. Therefore in the real situation, an
increase of  by a factor of 2{3 in the range 125{175K, as shown in gure 1.4,
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is possible even in the presence of trapping. A measurement of Hall mobility in
the range 100{175K, which is independent of trapping and yields the change of
free-carrier mobility with increasing temperature, would clarify the picture. We
also notice that in the range 230{290K, the Hall mobility at xed gate voltage
changes only slightly with temperature [96], which agrees with our model.
It should be noted that this model of the relationship between the motion
of the phenyl side groups and the temperature dependence of the mobility does
not of itself explain the unusually large mobility observed in this material. Re-
cent work has pointed to oxidation on the crystal surface as being an important
contributor to the high mobility measured in FET structures (in which the con-
duction is limited to a narrow channel close to the rubrene surface) [154{156].
However, the phenomenon of the ipping of the phenyl groups should occur
throughout both the bulk and the surface of the crystal, and therefore will in-
uence the temperature dependence of the charge transport regardless of where
the transport takes place.
5.2 Thermal, Structural and Other Properties
Other phenomena observed in rubrene single crystals are manifest in the
results of dierential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray diraction measure-
ments. DSC measurements showed a small bump over 155{195K which is cen-
tered at 173K, as shown in gure 5.1. This abnormality, together with the mobil-
ity behavior near 175K, were taken as evidence for a structural phase transition
in rubrene. However, no such transition was observed by X-ray diraction [99]
and polarized Raman scattering [100]: X-ray diraction conrmed the crystal
structure was orthorhombic over the entire temperature range from 100K to
293K, and the lattice parameter only changed slightly and linearly with temper-
ature; and room-temperature polarized Raman measurements on various surfaces
of the crystal observed no multi-phase coexistence.
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Figure 5.1: Dierential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of crushed rubrene single
crystals carried out in N2 atmosphere, which shows a small bump centered at
173K. The graph is duplicated from reference [139].
The discrepancy among conclusions as indicated by dierent measurements
can be explained by our molecular motion model, in which the eects of phenyl
groups ipping depend on temperature. In the temperature range of 150{200K
signicantly more phonons are eliminated due to the ipping eect, as discussed
in section 4.4 and as can be seen in gure 4.9. This is a moderately exothermic
process but not a full phase transition. On the other hand, the phenyl groups
exchange sides back and forth at a very high frequency (typically 1012Hz)
while the backbones basically stay still, a process too rapid to be captured in
conventional X-ray diraction.
One interesting result that is derived from the X-ray diraction experiment is
that the molecular displacement d increases with temperature and the rate begins
to accelerate from 170K (see gure 4.4). The reason for this is similar to the
reason why a larger torsion angle induces a larger displacement as discussed in
section 4.4: the ipped phenyl groups generate overlap with, and thus repulsion
of, the neighboring molecule. Therefore d increases to keep the system energy
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low. The displacement change then aects the further ipping through the energy
barriers, as discussed also in section 4.4.
In addition to the experiments that have already been performed at dierent
temperatures, our model has several important implications for future NMR
and X-ray studies as well. Above 150K phenyl groups that exchange sides at
rates exceeding the chemical shift anisotropy will experience motional narrowing
and would be easily distinguished from the stationary backbone spectrum. In
addition, a detailed examination of the Debye-Waller factor around 150K would
clarify how the ipping-induced disorder aects the X-ray diraction pattern.
Further, although below room temperature the ipping is an intermittent
phenomenon, there could exist a higher temperature above which the phenyl
groups could exchange sides back and forth freely. My calculation shows that the
energy barrier E1 for one phenyl group pair in an isolated rubrene molecule is
80meV, based on which I estimate the \temperature for free ipping" Tf to be
900K. This is much higher than the melting point of the rubrene single crystal
(590K), and the hypothesis is therefore dicult to verify directly. However,
as the temperature goes up precursors of this \free ipping" transition might be
observed in the above-mentioned measurements, e.g., a sudden narrowing of the
NMR peaks, or an abnormal attenuation of X-ray scattering.
A similar eect might also be observable in other materials whose molecules
have massive but exible side groups and are loosely bound to each other. For
example, consider 5,12-Bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-6,11-diphenylnaphthacene (5,12-
BTBR), a rubrene derivative with three additional CH3 groups on two of the
side phenyl groups, the molecular and lattice structures of which can be found
in gure 5.2. As can be seen, 5,12-BTBR has the side phenyl groups above
and below the backbone plane, and the molecule packing is similar to that in
rubrene. The mobility in this material has been found to be as high as 12 cm2/Vs
in the single-crystal FET structure [158], which is comparable to that in rubrene.
Therefore 5,12-BTBR can be a good example for a parallel study with rubrene.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 5.2: (a) Molecular structure for the rubrene derivatice 5,12-BTBR; (b) and
(c) lattice structure perspective view for 5,12-BTBR along dierent axes, showing
the molecule packing is similar to that in rubrene. Drawings are duplicated from
references [157,158].
5.3 Application in Single-Molecule Devices
Transistors are the fundamental devices in integrated circuits. As eorts
have been made to produce ever-smaller devices, people have pushed the limit
to single-molecule transistors, the conduction channels of which are dened by
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a single molecule. The solid-state molecular transistors that have already been
made are based on three mechanisms: Coulomb blockade, in which the ow
of electrons is controlled by the sequential charging of a molecule; the Kondo
eect, in which conducting electrons interact with local spin (intrinsic angular
momentum) in a molecular junction [25{28]; and the electrostatic modulation
of the molecular-orbital energy of a single molecule, the approach of which was
predicted in 2004 [29] and realized recently [30].
The model that I proposed describes an intrinsic property of rubrene molecules,
and is applicable for molecular crystals as well as an isolated molecule, therefore it
also regulates the properties of the molecule that can be used in a rubrene-based
single-molecule transistor.
One can imagine that in a transistor with the source and drain electrodes in
contact with the two ends of the backbone of a rubrene molecule, the vibrational
excitation of the rubrene molecule could be coupled to an electron tunnelling on
and o the molecule. These vibrational modes would be present irrespective of
the charge state of the molecule. In the temperature range of 150{200K, these
tunnelling pathways would shut down as the vibrations that excite the transport
terminate due to the ipping eect. The conduction in transistors of this kind
would stay constant from low temperature to 150K, decrease rapidly from
150{200K, and once again stay constant at higher temperatures.
One can also imagine another \conformational" transistor with the source and
drain electrodes in contact with the phenyl groups on one side of the rubrene
molecule. Taking gure 4.3 inset as a reference, the source would be in contact
with phenyl group 1 below the backbone and inside the paper plane, while the
drain would be in contact with phenyl group 3 above the backbone and outside
the paper plane, so that neither 1 nor 3 would touch the opposite electrode
even after the ip happens. In the temperature range of 150{200K, the ipping
eect could cut o the current by tilting the phenyl groups 1 and 3 away from
a contact. The conduction in transistors of this kind would follow a similar
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temperature dependence trend as the above one.
The statements that I make here are preliminary ideas for the possible ap-
plication of our molecular motion model in single-molecule device design. Much
work still needs to be done to make a working transistor that can be used to
verify the hypothesises, e.g., making the rubrene molecule backbone ends or the
specic phenyl groups come in contact with the source and drain electrodes is
a challenging task. However, I hope that the predictions and inferences that
I made here are inspiring for future research on organic molecules for various
applications.
5.4 Conclusion
Properties of rubrene single crystals observed by other research groups are
consistent with the inferences of the model that I proposed and explained in the
previous chapter. I discussed how the ipping eect changes the mobility in the
temperature range 150{200K by reducing the reorganization energy, thus making
the carrier hopping easier in the rubrene single crystal. Other phenomena ex-
plained by the model are DSC and X-ray measurements: the DSC measurement
showed a smooth bump over 155{195K because in this range signicantly more
phonons were eliminated by the ipping eect and the vibrational energy was
released in form of heat; meanwhile the phenyl groups ip back and forth rapidly
while the backbone stays still, so that traditional X-ray measurements cannot
capture the structural change. As more and more phenyl groups exchange sides,
the two closest rubrene molecules slide along the backbone plane in opposite
direction, increasing molecular displacement d to reduce the system energy.
Starting from the model I also predicted possible temperature-dependent
NMR and X-ray properties of rubrene, and discussed potential applications in
manufacturing single-molecule transistors. The ipping eect could aect other
crystals with a similar molecular structure, e.g., 5,12-BTBR.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this dissertation, I have tried to build a connection between the molecular
vibrations and the electronic properties of some organic semiconducting molec-
ular crystals. The desire to produce ecient light-emitting devices and eld-
eect transistors drives the current interest in the properties of these molecular
crystals. Current technologies in organic chemistry make the customization of
molecules with the desired optical properties. Therefore a good understanding of
the structures and properties of materials is desirable, as once such a connection
is established it will be possible to tailor the molecules to fulll the requirements
for device performance.
Oligoacenes and their derivatives have an important role in fundamental
physics research, because their molecules are relatively small and simple and
their molecular structures have many similarities that can be informative in a
parallel study. One oligoacene derivative, rubrene, has been found to have high
mobility and can be used to fabricate a variety of devices. However, the origin of
such an unusually high mobility and its temperature dependence were not clear
prior to this study.
I therefore have focused on three simple oligoacenes and two oligoacene deriva-
tives that have drawn considerable attention from other researchers for their
possible applications in a host of devices. A complete understanding of the rela-
tionship between structure and electronic properties is still a goal for the distant
future, but this work has started to illustrate some of the interesting connections
in these materials.
In the parallel study of anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene Raman spectra
I identify several vibrational modes in the low-frequency range in each mate-
rial. I have cataloged most of them as intermolecular interactions in the three
oligoacene single crystals, because they are not predicted by the DFT calculations
of one isolated molecule. However I have observed that the coupling strengths
decrease as the number of benzene rings increase. The DPA molecule is larger
than those of the oligoacenes, and the side phenyl groups prevent close packing.
Although the intermolecular interactions are even weaker in DPA than in the
simple oliogoacenes, I am still able to observe them in the low-frequency range.
In the temperature-dependent Raman spectra of rubrene I have observed that
the two phonons with the lowest frequency red-shift with increasing temperature
rapidly, while other peaks shift little in position but broaden signicantly in line
width especially in the 150{200K range. I catalog the two phonons with lowest
frequency as intermolecular modes, and ve other low-frequency peaks as the
strong coupling of inter- and intramolecular vibrations. I have constructed a new
model to describe the phenyl group motion, in which the phenyl groups exchange
sides of the backbone plane and break the symmetry as the temperature increases.
This ipping eect induces disorder and eliminates the phonons that involve the
motion of phenyl groups, and therefore broadens the line widths in the Raman
spectra. I have also calculated the energies of dierent phenyl group motions
to support the theory. I have further discussed how the ipping eect changes
the mobility in the temperature range 150{200K by reducing the reorganization
energy, thus making the carrier hopping easier. Other phenomena observed in
this material also support the model, e.g., the DSC measurement has captured
the heat in 155{195K that is transformed from the molecular vibrations, and the
X-ray measurement has observed that the molecular displacement d increases to
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keep the system energy at low as the phenyl groups exchange sides.
Oligoacenes and their derivatives, including anthracene, tetracene, pentacene,
and DPA, rubrene, are promising molecular crystals, the thin lms of which
have been incorporated into variety of devices. The studies that I have reported
in this dissertation, the eects of molecular vibration on the material's charge
transport properties, contribute not only to a fundamental understanding of
the interplay between the structure and electronic properties, but also to the
potential application of the material in manufacturing single-molecule devices.
Once scientists reach the ultimate goal of understanding how to tailor molecules
to have the exact properties required for specic applications, people can create
innovative devices with high eciency, higher resolution, and longer lifetime at
the molecule level, which will better serve people and the world's needs.
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